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Kuwait plays an important role 

in regional stability
by Helene Rang

Praised by several GCC countries and inter-

national officials, Kuwait has recently played 

a crucial role in mediating the economic and

diplomatic tensions between the Gulf countries.

At the same time, Kuwait’s economy is currently

experiencing a major boost due to increasing

investment and the realisation of several long-

term economic goals. 

According to the market research report recently

released by the Kuwait Financial Centre ‘Markaz’,

the Kuwaiti market indices were the region’s top

performers in August 2017, gaining 2.3%. The

report examines and analyses the performance

of equity markets in the MENA region and global-

ly. The Kuwaiti market benefitted significantly from

the discussion around its potential inclusion in

FTSE Russell emerging market index, and its

bourses witnessed a 7% increase in value 

traded. This increase in Kuwaiti liquidity as well

as its positive performance in both the commod-

ities and real estate sector is mainly attributed to

a recent surge in investment into the country’s

market. At present, there are more than 700

active construction projects worth an estimated

USD 234.4bn up and running in the country. 

Significant factors for stabilising Kuwait’s eco-

nomy in the long term and keeping it among the

most competitive GCC states are the country’s

USD 112bn five-year National Development Plan

until 2020, which is part of the New Kuwait Vision

for the years up to 2035, setting the nation’s long-

term development priorities. Main areas of focus
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